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Several interpolation formulas are given which reproduce refractive index and dielectric constant data. for 
liquids and gases at high pressures. These formulas involve functions of the refractive indices and dielectric 
constants which appear in the formulas of Lorentz.Lorenz, Clausius-Mosotti, Gladstone and Dale, the em
pirical Eykman formula, etc. One formula shows the reciprocals of these functions to be linear in the specific 
volumes at various pressures. Another interpolation formula, involving the reciprocals of the same functions, 

r contains a logarithmic term which is similar to that appearing in the Tait equation for compressibilities of 
liquids. The parameters involved in the Tait equations for compressibilities and in the analogous interpola
tion formula for refractive indices and dielectric constants are discussed. 

The article also shows that the Tait equation which has been so succ~fully adapted to compressibility 
data. of liquids can also be applied to gases. 

INTRODUCTION 

I Na recent article' it was shown that the compres
sions2 of alcohol, water and their mixtures calcu

lated trom the refraction formulas of Lorentz-Lorenz 
and of Gladstone and Dale are a linear function of the 
obserVed compressions of the solution. A logarithmic 
equation is given which reproduces with great precision 
the refractjye-,:indices of alcohol, water, and their mix
tures undef. P.i'eSsure; the logarithmic term is the same 
as thati'tt:;t!t:i! Tail: equation for compressibilities, and 
the part .. ijf: th~ ',~uation containing the refractive in
dices involves:··'The · same functions of np which appear 

. in the foniuilas of Gladstone and Dale, Lorentz-
Lorenz) etc. 

It is.the purpose of this paper to show that the results 
of the above -article can be extended to existing data of 
both refractive indices and dielectric constants of 
liquids as well as to gases at high pressures. 

Of the important formulas for the refractive index or 
dielectric constant of a substance .which gfve a specific 
refractive or specific polarization "constant," all have 
the form !(vp)vp= C, where !(vp) is a function of the 
refractive index np or the dielectric constant Ep, Vp is 
the specific volume and C the "constant." Where the 
formula is applied to solutions on which the pressure is 
varied, the expr~sion 

l-[J(vo)/ !(IIP)]=kP' (1) 

would equal the observed compression, kp , if C re
mained constant. Cha.racteristic functions are the 
Lorentz-Lorenz expression (n2-1)/ (n2+ 2), Gladstone 
and Dale's (n-1), the Newton expression (n2-1) and 
the empirical function of Eykman (n2-1)/(n+.4). 
In all of these expressions np2 may be replaced by Ep to 

t J. S. Rosen, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 37, 932 (1947). 
'The symbols used in this article are the foUowing: np, Ep and 

TJp are the refractive index, dielectric constant and specific volume, 
respectively, at pressure P. 'The subscript ° indicates atmospheric 
pressure (P"",O). The bulk compression, kp, is - (vp- vo) /vo. 
Where the symbol .,p occurs in the function !(IIP) it will designate 
lp or Ifr, and f(.,p) will refer to the same function of .fP or nr. 

obtained the corresponding formula involving dielectric 
constants. 

.It has generally been found that with none of these 
funGtions !(vp) can the observed compressions, k p, of 
the solutions be computed from Eq. (1) with any great 
accuracy;!.'" but Eq. (1) has frequently been used ' as 
a criterion in selecting . the most suitable formula 
!(vp)vp=C applicable to a particular substance. It 
will, however, be shown here that the compressions, 
kP', computed from Eq. (1), may be taken as a linear 
function of the observed compressions kp • Accordingly, 

. we may write 
(2) 

where m' and 0' are constants for a given substance. A 
more useful equation which is equivalent to (Z) is pb
tained if we replace kp by (vo-vp)/vl! and !e p' by 'the 
left member in Eq. (1). We obtain the expression 

1/f(~p)=mvp+~, (3) 

where m and b are constants independent of the pressure. 
Equation (3) will be shown to hold fo{ existing data at 
high pressures both for the refradive'" indices and di
electric constants of liquids and gases. The forr~s of the 
function !(vp) in Eq. (3) may be those of theoretical 
significance already mentioned as well as others w4ich 

. have no theoretical foundations, such as for example, 
!(VP)';'IIP, etc. Though a number of these forms have 
been examined, only the Clausius-Mosotti and ~orentz
Lorenz functions, because of their theoretical interest, 
will be considered. 

The equation, proposed by Tait for water, . 

dkp/dp=C/(B+P), 

has. been sh~wn in recent years,I. S notably by Gibson, . 

I W. C. Rontgen and L. Zehnder, Ann. d. Physik «, 49 (1891); 
G. Quincke, ibid. 44, 774 (1891). . 

• R. E. GiI~son and J. F. Kincaid, J. Am. Chern. Soc. 60, S11 
(1938). , 

5 Harned and .Owen, Tile Pllys~l Chemistry of Electrolyli, 
Solt/lions (Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, 1943), . 
p. 270; P. W. Bridgman, Rev. Mod. Phys. 18, 17 (1946); H . Carl, 
Zeits. f. physik. Chemie 101, 238 (1922). 
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1193 REFRACTIVE . INDICES 

to represent successfully the compressibilities of liquids. 
This equation involves two parameters6 C and B both 
independent of the pressure; B isa function of the tem
perature, concentration (in mixtures), i and the proper- . 
ties of the solution; while C _is approximately independ
ent of the temperature. It will be shown in this article 
that Tait's equation can also be applied to gases. In. 
the integrated form this equation is 

vp'-~p=voC lnJ (P+B) / (P'+B) l, (4) 

where the- initial pressure, usually one atmosphere, 
is P'. c 

From Eq. (3), we have 

1 1 
-. -----=m(vp'-vl' i. 
j(1IP') j(IIp) 

If we substitute (4) into this equation, we obtain 

(5 ) 

where A and B are constants for a given substance. If 
initially the pressure is the atmospheric pressure, and if 
the pressure range is large. it is most convenient to set 
P' equal to zero. A better adjustment of the data may 
be obtained by replacing (P'+B) by a third parameter, 
but in general this is not justified either by the accuracy 
of the data or the additional computation involved. 

In thIs article we will justify Eqs. (3 ) and (5) as 
interpolation formulas tor the considerable body of re
fractive inde': ,and dielectric con;;;tant measurementg at 
high rressures for both liquids and gases. The ClauslUs
Mosottl and Lorentz-Lorenz functions will be ad
justed by the method of least squares to these equations, 
but for Eq. (5 ) we will also study the form f(IIp ) = lip . 

THE INTERPOLATION FORMULAS 

The literature on the subject of refractive indices and 
dielectric constant~ at ,high pressures contains some 
precedence for Eq_ (3) and (5). Danforth,1 in a much 
quoted paper on t he dielectric constants at high pres
sure for some ten orl!anic liquids. finds that the re
ciprocal of the Clausius-Mosotti expression pp/ j(ep ) 
when plotted against the density pp gives a straight 
line for most liquid,; This is evidently similar to Eq. (3), 
with l / j(ep)= (EP+2)! (Ep-l). Owen and Brinkley,S on 
theoretical grounds, derive the Eq. (5) with j(IIp) = Ep 
and P' = 1, and adapt the equation to data on dielectric 
constants at high pressure, and to the refractive indices ' 
of one non-polar liquid (benzene). Keyes and Kirk-

6 When the true compressibility dk/dP at atmospheric pressure 
is known only one parameter 'B is necessary. This is especially 
important when adjusting data to the equation by the method 
of least squares. See reference I. . . . 

7 W. E. Danforth, Jr., Phys. Rev. 38, 1224 (1931). 
8 B. B. Owen and S. R. Brinkley, Jr., Phys. Rev. 64, 32 (1943). 

TABLE I. The consta~nts '" and b of the equation ]/fp=m1Ji>+b, 
where ]/fp= « p+2 )/ « p-l), evaluated by the method of least 
squares from dielectric constant data for liquids at high. pressures. 
In the last two columns are shown the average and maximum 
percent difference between the observed and computed values of 
the dielectric constants_ The pressures and volumes are in the. 
units of the original data. 

Liquid 1°C Pmax* m b (%).,·(% )max 

Data of Danforth ... 
Ethyl ether 30 12000 1.17659 0.31U5 1.21 2.74 
Ethyl ether i5 12000 1.42582 0.06676 1.16 2.52 
Pentane 30 12000 2.63595 0.36305 0.06 0.33 
Ethyl alcohol 30 12060 0.12407 0.97643 0.38 LOS 
Ethyl alcohol 0 12000 0.09448 0.99580 . 0.57 1.38 
Hexyl alcohol 30 4000 0.23520 0.96426 0.59 0.83 
Hexyl alcohol 75 8000 0.38421 0.90341 0.58 0.92 
Bromobenzene 30 4000 1.01806 1.01761 0.15 0.35 
Bromobenzene 75 8000 1.16001 0.94717 0.08 0.23 
Chlorobenzene 30 4000 0.91212 0.77397 0,27 0.43 
Chlorobenzene 75 8000 0.96532 0.76365 0.17 0.33 
Carbon bisulfide 30 12000 3.03747 0.38371 0.48 1.03 
Carbon bisulfide 75 12000 3.15413 0.31914 0.21 0.38 
Eugenol 30 3000 0.481:20 0.87206 0.39 0.79 
Glycerine 30 12000 0.16428 0.94074 0.4] 0.93 
Glvcerine 0 8000 0.13400 0~95619 0.20 0.38 
i-Butyl alcohol 0 12000 0.12782 0.99198 0.42 0.86 
i-Butyl alcohol 30 12000 0.17220 0.96906 0.36 0~67 

Data of Chang" 
Carbon bisulfide 75 12000 3.31543 0.19076 0.23 0.37 ; 
Carbon bisulfide 30 12000 3.27849 0;22453 0.41 1.77 ' 
i-Amyl alcohol 22 ,4 12000 0.26914 0.89999 1.85 2.19 
Ethyi ether 30 12000 1.10326 0.35194 1.04 2.93 
Ethyl ether i5 12000 1.34818 0.11343 0.62 2.93 
Toluene 30 9500 2.43974 0.34378 0.13 0.31 

Data of Kyropoulosb 

Carbon hisulfide 20 3000 3.35849 0.16093 0.08 0.16 
Ethyl alcohol 20 3000 0.10254 0.99178 0.25 0.37 
:\1ethyl alcohol 20 300n '0.08.320 0.98660 0,14 0.21 
Water 2(1 3000 (l04890 0_98860 0.08 0.31 
Acetone 20 3UOO () 14<~5i 0.96469 0.27 0.48 
Ethyl ether !O 3000 1.29268 0.08743 0.53 0.90 

.- ---- .--- -- -~ -... --- .. --" -_ .. .. _._- -_._-.- . 

* I'Iw pr't's:mres ul ('1l.l11g a nd K ~:rop' ,ulp:" a re ill kg l'm2 lhoS(" oi Dan-
forth's ~l.re in atmospheres. 

** See reference 7. 
., Z. T. Chang. Chinese J . Phys. 1. (No. 2 ). I ' t935 )_ 
I> S. Kyropoulos. Zeits. i. Physik 40. 'Hi? (!926 ' . 

wood9 find an expression similar to Eq. (3) to hold for 
their dielectric constant measurements on carbon di
oxide and ammonia for \Oarious temperatures and 
pressures. 

We shall have occasion later in this article to com
ment further on the work in these papers. 

Older formulas on the refractive indices of binary 
mixtures at atmospheric pressure are reminiscent of the 
equations evolved above. The formulas of Pulfrich and 
HubbardlO resemble cloSely Eq. (1). Since, however, at 
atmospheric pressure ' the compressions of the mixture 
cann'ot enter, the right member of Eq. (1) is replaced by 
an analogous term which involves the ratio of the actual 
volume of the mixture and its volume calculated by a 
simple rule of mixtures. The interpretation of such a 

9 F. G_ Keyes and J. G. Kirkwood, Phys. Rev. 36, 754 (1930); 
ibid. 36, 1570 (1930). 

. 10 InternaJional Critical Tables; V~L vn, p. 65. The formulas 
for the indexes of Iefraction for binary mixtures are discussed 
here and a bibliography is'given. . 
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JOSEPH S. ROSEN 1194 

TABU: TI. The constants m and b of the equation l/jp=mvp+b 
evaluated by the method of least squares from dielectric constant 
data at high pressures for gases and from refractive indices for 
liquids and gases. The average and maximum percent deviations 
between the obserVed and calculated values of Ep (or np) are given 
in the last columns. The pressures and volumes are in the units 
of the original data. 

Substance tOe PlDaZ '" b (%lav (%).....,. 

-
Dielectric Constants of Gases-

l/fp" (e+2)/(.-1) 
Carbon dioxide 0 200· 1:28.733 -0.03195 0.06 0.12 

(liqUid) 
Carbon dioxide 35 100 132.4435 -0.7808 0.54 3.02 
Carbon dioxide 100 151 133.7713 -0.7962 0.04 0.24 
Ammonia 100 55 23.9453 -0.2956 0.03 0.10 
Ammonia 175 100 27.5442 -0.2266 0.06 0.15 

Refractive Indices of Gases and Liquids 
l/fp= (nr+2)/(ny-l) 

Carbon dioxide'> 
Nitrogen" 
Ethylened 

Benzene-
Watert 
Alcoholt 

* See reference 9. 

32 122- 3294.03 0.0363 0.13 0.31 
25 2053 5092.274 -0.1734 0.09 0.29 

100 2269 2082.868 -0.0413 0.19 0.64 
25 8681 2.68806 0.33320 0.002 0.003 
25 lSOOc 4.17917 0.66864 0.010 0.013 
25 1500c 3.30631 0.31927 0.020 0.025 

• In all of Keyes and Kirkwood's data the pressures are in atmospheres 
and the volumes are' in liters/ mol. The lower pressure limit is in all cases 
above atmospheric pressure. 

b Michels and Hammers, Physiea 4, 1002 (1937 ). >. =5876A. 
• Michel •• Lebesque, and De Groot. Physiea 13, 337 (1947 ). >. -5876A. 
d Michels, Sotzen, and De Groot. Ph>'sica 13,343 (1947). A -5876A. 
... See reference 4. 
t See reference 1. 
• In all of Michels' data the pressures are in atmospheres and the densi . . 

ties art! given in Amagat units; the volumes used in calculating the constants 
above are tbe reciprocals of these densities. The lower pressure limit is 
(except for Nitrogen) the atmospheric pressure. 

, Pressure in bars. >. -589 mI'. . 
• Pressure in atmospheres. A -579 "'I'. 

term as a compression would be consistent with Tam
mann's hypothesis that the' introduction .of a diSsolved 
substance has the same effect upon a solvent as com
pressing the pure liquid under external pressure. 

In Tables I and II the constants m and b of Eq. (3) 
are given for liquids and gases whose dielectric constants 
and indexes of refraction have been measured under 
pressure by various investigators. These constants were 
determined by the method of least squares by mini
mizing the sums of the squares of the difference of the 
observed and computed values of th~ function 1/ j p 

(the line of regression cif 1/j p on vp). 
As has already been noted, Danforth7 plotted the 

reciprocals of the Clausius-Mosotti expression against 
the densities, i.e., 

(6) 

where pp is the reciprocal of the specific volume Vp 
and l/jp= (E+2)/(t-1). We prefer the arrangement of 
Eq: (3) which can more readily be related to the lo~
rithmic form of Eq. (5). Theoretically, Eqs. (3) and (6) 
are the same, but it must be noted that in practice, .be
cause of the change of variables, the least-square 
. method of fitting the best line of Eq. (3) does not give 
the same line as in fitting Eq. (6). (The line of regres-

sion of l/jP on vp is not the .same as the line of regres
sion of pp/jp on- 1/vp). It can be shown that if instead 
of assuming observations of equal weights in fitting 
the line of Eq. (3), we ascribe to the observations the 
weights 1/vp2 we will obtain the line of Eq. (6). Con
versely, with the weights Vp2 the least-square line of 
Eq. (6) will be the line of Eq. (3). 

In practice, the two lines of regression (3) and (6) 
give essentially the same results for a. number of cases 
tried. Thus, for carbon bisulfide at 75°C (data of 
Danforth) and for ammonia at l00°C the two line of 
Eqs. (3) and (6) give values for Ep whose average and 
maximum percent deviation from the observed dielec
tric constants are practically the same. 

Danforth observed that the reciprocal of the Clausius
Mosotti function pp/jp is linear in the density in the 
case' of all polar substances except ethyl ether and the 
two more simple non-poi3.r substances carbon bisulfide 
and pentane. This conclusion is not altogether admis
sible from the results shown in Table I. Ethyl ether does 
consistentfy show the greatest deviations from linearity 
in the data of Chang and ~yropoulos as well as in the 
work of Danforth. However, the least-square line for 
pentane is associated with the smallest deviations 
shown in Table I, while at 75°C carbon bisulfide (Dan
forth and Chang) fits comparatively well, and at_30°C 
the results for carbon bisulfide are better than those 
for ethyl alcohol (O°C), which according to Danforth 
behaves normally. Evidently, Danforth drew his con
clusions on the exceptional behavior of these substances 
by relying on graphical representation to estimate 
linearity . . 

TABLE III. Two least square formulas l/fp=mvp+b for the 
refractive indices of a gas* for which the ra.nge of the function 
1/jp=(np2+2)/(np2-1) is extensive. The equation l/jp 
3294.03vP+0.0363 was obtained by minimizing the sum of the 
squares of the difference of the observed from the computed value 
of the function l /fp. The better fitting equation 1/fp=3330.76vp 
+0.1108 was obtained by minimizing the sum of the squares ot 
the percent difference between the observed and computed values 
of the refractive indices of the gas. The last two columns show the 
percent difference between the observed refractive indices and 
those computed from these. equations. 

Pressure. Percent deviation 
atmos. nUi8 • P- Illp obs·d . o! " 

21.35 1.0097 0.047015 154.9250 . 0.002 0.010 
49.24 L0278 0.016316 55.2198 -0.057 -0.039 
56.25 1.0345 0.013101 43.2000 0.Q25 0.042 
63.35 1.0438 0.(}10337 34.5121 -0.012 0.004 
67.41 1.0512 0.008827 29.5660 -0.021 -0.009 
72.35 1.0676 0.006691 22.4638 -0.018 -0.019 
77.92 .1.1482 0.003103 10.4232 0.208 0.030 
86.45 1.1642 0.002802 9.4421 0.235 0.002 
96.74 1.1735 0.002655 8.9554 0.263 -0.003 

106.46 1.1794 0.00256~ 9.6730 0.278 -0.010 
121.60 1.1864 0.002476 8.3612 0.312 -0.007 

Average percent deviaion of n 0.130 0.016 
Maximum percent deviation of II. O.312. ·0.Q.l2. 

* Carbon Dioxide at 32.0noC. Data of Michels ' ·,d Hamers. Physica 4 
1002 (1937). . ' 

... The volumes shown are the reciprocals of the dn"'ities on,inally ,iv~n 
in Amagat units. . 
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TABLE IV. The parameters A and B of the Tait equation .4 10glO(1+PIB) fitted by the method of least squares to the functions' 
I/jo-l/jp·, 1/~o-I/~~ and the compressions t 'o-;'p . The three sets of parameters are given for each substance in the foregoing order. 
The (ast two columns gIve the average and maximum percent deviations between the observed and calculated values of .p. The pressures 
.and volumes are in the units .of the original data. . ... _. ". ~.-.. --.. -.~ ... 

S\lbstance tOe .. Pm=. A Bt ('7,,)av ('!'o )""", 

Pentane·* ' 30 1.82 ~ :{' .... 12000' 0.9113 359 0.096 0.285 , 7 0.09106 625 0.154 0.334 
0.3449 354 6.113 0.511 

Glycerine*· 0 49.9 . 8000 0.02315 3807 0.Q51 0.098 
0.07472 3826 0.063 0.163 
0.1464 _ 2845 _0.134 0.190 

Carbon bisulfide .... 30 2.61 12000 0.5054 610 0.186 0.544 
0.08231 848 0.281 0.671 
0.2005 .1129 0.074 0.211 

.. , .. , 
Bromobenzene** 75 4.87 ~ . 0.1732 .·' 936 0.121 0.242 

•• ' .• ,. , • p.039&9 .. 1049 0.124 0.268 
0.1520 983 0.108 0.238 

Acetoneb 20 21.50 3000b 0.03911 795 0.085 0.176 
0.01196 799 0.087 0.177 , 
0.3202 1085 0.077 0.229 

Carbon tetrachlorideb 18 2.246 l000b 0.8403 1144 0.009 0.020 
0.1033 1376 0.010 0.023 

934c 

Ammoniat 100 1.094Od 55 28.789 -14.12" 0.163 0.314 
_I 

1.2085 -14.05" 0.675 1.16i 

Benzenett 45 1.4851- 1188h 0.699133 859 0.003 0.005 
0.082786 1030 0.002 0.004 
0.253355 829c 

.. Ilfp:= i fP +2)/ (fp -:1). lifo is the "alue of the function at ~ither the atmospheric or the initial pressure. 
t B IS In the same UnIts as the pressure. 
** See reference 7 . 
• Atmospheres All of Danforth 's pressures are in this unit. 
b The data of Kyropoulos. Ilis pressures are in kg/ em'. 
c The value of Gibson. 
t See refer~nee 9 . 
t+ See refer~nce 4. 
<l The valuf at !O atmos the lower pressure limit . 
~ f he fllllj ' ~io i1 f1.~d Iterf' ;:-: tl.eat 0 1 Ft> loCi \dlPn ' T' I cl! ld I {) an> ~eplan~·d b) t ' .. 0' :11<1" :- ut p' =20 atmo::;. tlw illlt i-l , prf'ssurt' 
. 1,tle ' ,u 'I.·n q l i tc f1 • J. <:oj' " anIl'lt : !I. tillS ("a~f', J.t' re)Jrl:'.:it-lite d D.' a faa eeJ..uatioll 

I&: lllt~ U 'ldt'X VI n " r a. [I' 'I, >. = S~9 m", . ~1' i~ fepJa red b) np:' 11' the equations. 
b Prf"ssurf' In bars. 

WEIGHTED FORMULAS FOR GASES 

In the last two culumns of Tables I and II are shuwn 
. the average and the maximum percent difference be

tween the observed and compulfct value of the dlelec· 
tric constant or refractive iIlllex (100~n ,' n i. lI This is 
the criterion used for the closeness of fit of the interpola
tion formula of Eq. (3 1, though in fittin~ this line b,' 
the method of least squares, we r.1inimized the sum ~f 
the squares of .1 (1;f p ), t he difference of the observed 
and the computed values uf the function 1 j p. Ob
viously, this is not the proper function to minimize to 
give us the most favorable deviations of np (or EP) ' 

Generally, this inconsistency ;s not seriouS' and it has 
the advantage of lessening the computational work 
involved iii applying the method of least squares. The 
parameters m and b shown in Tables land II were all 
found by fitting Eq. (3) in this way. However, where the 

11 Iln (or Il~) will denote the absolute value of the difference 
between the obServed and computed value of np (or EP)' The Il 
will have the same significance when used With the function IljP. 

range of the fUlll'tion 11fp is extensive (e.g., in the case 
of a gas, see Tahle II!), the simplification of mini
mizing the sums of the squares of the residuals of 1/f p 

tends to pile up at the higher pressures large percent 
difference" helwee l1 the observed and computed values 
of 11 p wr E /" This is apparent from the second to last 
Lulumn of Table III. where the data for the refractive 
indices of carbon dioxide are given as an illustrative 
example. The distribution of percentages in this column 
resulted from fitting Eq. (3) in the usual way. The last 
column, however, shows a better distribution of the 
percent difference between the observed and com
puted values of np; in fact, an_over-dl improvement in 
fitting the observed values of np to Eq. (3) has been 
affected. 

To obtain the ' distribution of percentages indicated 
in.the last column of Table III, we fit the observed data 
to Eq. (3) in another manner. Instead of minimizing 
L {Ll(l/ f)}2 we minimize CLLln/n)2, i.e., the Sum of the 
squares of. the percent difference between the observed 
-' 

, 
I 
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and computed values of "p. We assume below that the 
function 1 'f p il~\:olve~. !.~e in?ices of refraction 1lp, 

... ~.-•• ~ .. ,. but' obvIously tile same procedure will apply where the 
dielectric constants are considered. 

If we write the approximate relation 
) 

j.1t= A(l/ J)/ (I / J)" 

where (I / J)'=d(l / J)/dnj then 

L(An/1l)2= L I ~(l/ J)/1J(l/ J)'P 

is the new function we must minimize. This is equiva
lent to ascribing to the function l/Jp a weight Wp, which 
is for each observation given by 

w= {1/n(1/J)'j2. 

The published results of most of the investigators 
whose data we have used do not include enough in
forma tion to permit a precise comparison with the 
deviations from our interpolation formula. Danforth. 
from II'hom the bulk of our data for I'ery high pressures 
is taken, gives no estimate of the uncertainties in his 
measurement . Howe\"er, with few exceptions, the Eq . 
(3) will represent his data within a few units in the last 
significant figure in E. A reasonable estimate of the 
experimental ermr of Gibson's measurements of the 
indices of refraction of benzene is perhaps 0.01 percent, 
and it mal' be seen that our interpolation formula re
produces 'his results well I\'ithin this experimental 
error. Keves and Kirk\\"ood 's experimental error for car
hon dio;ide is ahout 0.2 percent (and prc-.umably. 
though tht') do not indit ate this. it may be as:,umed tn 
be the ~amf' for ammunia Tahlf> I] ShO\\'S that we haH' 
fitted their data within (Ilis e"I'( 'nmenIJI error except 
in the case of carbon dilJ)(idl' .I t .,5 f Hut Keyes and 
Kirkwood point oul that the~ .n'lcier \magat":< ("m
pressibility data. wh .. '1 the~ U't'lt. unr(' !i.lhle aho\'!:' oIl 

atmosphere:-, and here. tno, i:. II,,('r, tlur JIllt'rpolatlun 
formula fail.. ExceT,t in this case and Ihal uf the gases 
discussed beltl\\' t here are no yisible trends in the resi
ciuals from the interpolation formula for the substances 
in Tables I and II. 

The situa t il)n. however, for the reiractive inde" 
measurements of Michels el at. for carDon dioxide, ni tro
gen. and ethylene shown in Table II is somewhat differ
ent. The ayerage deviations indicated for these gases In 

Table II are considerably in excess of the general ac
curacy claimed for their measurements. Furthermll~e, 
in the second last column of Table III, where the devla
tions are enumeraied in detail for carbon ruoxide, a 
systematic trend may be observed ~t higher pre~u.res. 
However, the last column, which glves the devlatlOns 
for the weighted formula, shows that this trend has 
been obliterated. The average percent deviation of n 
indicated in this column (0.016 percent) is in accord with 
the accuracy which Michels usually claims, but the 
maximum percent deviation in n (0.042 percent) may 
be too high. Considering the difficulties recorded by the 

investigators because the measurements pass through 
the region of the critical point, this abnormal deviation 
may rel1ect only this experimental situation . 

It may reasonably be claimed that the interpolation 
formula (3) represents the data for liquids, and that 
the Same weighted formula reproduces the results for 
gases within the experimental error. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PARAMETER. B 

Owen and Brinkely8 conclude that the parameter B 
in the equation 

I/Eo-l/ EP=A 10g(1+P/B) (7) 

has the same value as in the analogous Tait equation 
for the compressions of the liquid, i.e., the same value of 
B may be determined independently from either the 
dielectric constants or the densities. Their evidence 
for this conclusion is, aside from considerations of elec
trostatic theory and Tammann's hypothesis, that Eq. 
(i) accurately reproduces the variations of the dielec
tric constant with pressure for some liquids with values 
for B obtained by Gibsonl2 from compressibility data. 
Since. however, it has been shown in this article that 
it is possible to replace 1 ' E in Eq. (7) by other functions, 
and especially the function 1 /f = (E+ 2),' (E-l), it 
seemed necessary to investigate more rigorously the 
nature of the parameter B when it is determined from 
compressibility as well as dielectric constant data over 
the S<1lJ1e range of pressures anci with 1 (p as both 
(EP+2) ' (Ep-l) and 1 Ep. 

. \ not her faltllr prompts il rt"l.un"ideration of the sig
nit"lulnt'e of tht: parameter H in 'he:;t' t'qualiol1s. The 
yalue of B in the Tait t-qunt iOIl i~ not cnticaJ. and as 
the equa tion !los another disjJIO,;..J,ie constant it is under
standal>le that wicit'I~' var.I-ing \-alues of B in Ii) may 
yet en.lh;l· the equation to express the isothermal varia
tions of the dielectric constant Iff liquids with pressure. 
It is, therefore, not surprising to see values of B, de
termined from compressibility data to pressures of 
approximately 1000 atmospheres,13 successfully used by 
Owen and Brinkely in Eq. (7) to represent dielectric 
{'onstant data to as high as 12,000 atmospheres. This 
assumt's what is only approximately true, that the 
parameter H in Tau's equation is independent of the 
external pre,;sure on the solution. But B is not quite 
constant for a given liquid but depends on the pressure 
range of the data. 14 For this reason all values of B 

U Gibson's values of B are summarized by Harned and Owen. 
See reference 5. 

11 Gibson's values of B were determined from compressibility 
data in this range. These were applied by Owen and Brinkely to 
Danforth's data whose maximum pressure range is 12,000 atmos. 
and to Kyropoulos's data to 3000 kg/emt . 

14 Besides the relevance of this observation here it should also 
have some bearing in speculation (see r~feren~~ 4) on !-he th~ 
retica1 significance of the parameter B ill Talt s equation. This 
should not only take into consideration the dependence of B on 
the pressure range but should also consider the manner in:which 
the curve was fitted to the data. 
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presented · here for comparison have been · determined 
from the same pressure range. 
. In Table IV are given the parameters A and B of 
A 10g10(1 + p / B) fitted by the method of least squares 
to the functions l/fo-l/fp, 1/ Eo-1/ Ep and to the 

. compressions Vo-Vp. For each substance in the table 
three sets of the two parameters A and B are given 
corresponding to the functions given in the above 
order j the pressure range for these three functions is, 
for any particular substance, the same. l • 

Generally, it will be observed; the function l / jo-l/ f p 
fits the data somewhat better than 1/ Eo-li Ep, but the 
values of the parameter B corresponding to these two 
functions sometimes differ considerably. When Ep is 
large (e.g., glycerine and acetone), it may easily be 
shown by expansion in series that the function 1Ij p is 
approximately linear in 1/ Ep so that 1/fo-1 Ij p is pro
portional to 1/ Eo-l/ Ep, in which case the parameters 
B in the logarithmic form of these functions necessarily 
have nearly the same value (but this value of B is not 
necessarily the same value of B obtained from the com
pressibility data). 

On the other hand, where the values of Ep are small 
(as in pentane) the B in the logarithmic representation 
of the function 1/ Eo-1/ Ep does not, if pentane is 
typical of this class, have even nearly the value of B 
obtained by fitting the dielectric constant data to the 
function l/fp= (EP+ 2)/(Ep-1). 

For ammonia where the values of Ep are only some
what larger than one, and for other gases that were 
tried (where B is negative), the function 1/Eo-1/ep 
gives, when plotted against the pressure, a curve that is 
concave upward, so that it is not possible to represent 
the function 1/ Eo-1/ Ep by a Tait equation. However, 
·the function 1/fp=(EP+2)/(Ep-1), as may be seen 
. from Table IV, when adjusted to the data gives a value 
of B which agrees well with the value of B obtained 
from the compressibility data. 

In conclusion it might be said that the results of 
Table IV lend some plausibility to the thesis that the 
parameters B of the logarithmic representation of the 
function 1/fo-1/j p (and sometimes the function 
1/ Eo-l/ EP) is the same as the B determined by the Tait 

liThe compressibility data .used are those given by the in
vestigator. It must be pointed out that though Danforth's work 
was done in Bridgman'S laboratory the densities he used do not 
always agree with Bridgman'S published data. Thus, Bridgman's 
compressibility data for glycerine would give a much higher value 
for B than that shown in Table IV, but this value of B, too, would 
be of dubious value since the glycerine Bndgn;tan used is ad
mittedly contaminated with water. P. W. Bridgman, Proc. Am. 
Acad. Sci. 67, 11 (1932). . 

equation f~r Vo-Vp. II:owever, it is evident that more 
reliable data would be required before this proposition 
could be established conclusively; for it must be kept 
in mind that the parameter B is extremely sensitive to 
very small variations in the data from which it is de
termined and .that small deviations in the measurements 
affect the value of B enormously. 

THE TAIT EQUATION FOR GASES 

As we have shown in Table IV, it has been possible 
to adjust vp,-vp and 1/fp,-l/ jp for ammonia at 
lOOoe to the Tait function 

.4 log! (P+B) / (P'+B) l. 
where vp,=1.385 and 1/jP,=32.915, the values corre
sponding to the initial pressure pi = 20 atmos. It has 
already been pointed out that it is not possible to use 
the function 1/ Eo-1/EP for gases; and that B, unlike 
that for liquids, is negative. 

It may be observed that though the pressure range is 
relatively small (20-55 atmos.), the compressibility 
data of ammonia are not reproduced by the Tait equa
tion as well as it is for liquids over greater ranges of 
pressure. That this is not because the data are inherently 
less accurate may be indicated by the fact that the 
ammonia densities used are the measurements of 
Beattie and Lawrence,16 who also represented them by 
an equation of state (over the range 17-58 atmos.) 
but with somewhat better results. Their maximum per
cent deviation between the observed and calculated 
volumes was about 0.8 ·percent as compared to the 
1.17 percent (and 0.68 percent average) shown iii 
Table IV. 

It is, however, quite noteworthy .that the Tait equa
tion, which can so well be adapted to compressibility 
qata for liquids (and some solids), can also be used with 
gases.17 The somewhat inferior results obtained for 
gases emphasize what has already been pointed out
that the parameter B is not independent of the external 
pressure, and this dependence is particularly greater for 
gases as is demonstrated by the results obtained for 
ammonia and by other gases that were examined. 

16 J. A. Beattie and C. K. Lawrence, J. Am. C~em. Soc. 52, 6 
(1930). 

11 It might be of some interest to point out that VO-Vl' is only 
the simplest function of .the volumes that can be represented by 
the Tait equation. As in the case of the dielectric constants and 
refractive indices, other functions of VI' may be used, e.g., the 
Lorentz-Lorenz function 11 j(kvl') = (1 +2kvl')/(I-hI') where k 
is a constant for which I-hl'>O. 
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